"Between the second and third millennium" retrospective (anthological) exhibition of Angela
Caporaso edited by Paolo Schiera
from 21/4/2012 to 28/4/2012
Bourbon Military Quarter - Former (ex-) Barracks De Martino
Casagiove - Ce - Italy
The exhibition will be open from April 21 to 22 and later by appointment tel + 39 3498182634
Opening: Saturday, 21

We are presenting a personal exhibition of Angela Caporaso, an artist from Caserta with a history of deep
inner and cultural exploration.
Angela Caporaso started painting when she was very young and very attentive to every culturally occurring
demand. Her representations are Not only through painting but also exploit psychoanalytic, philosophical
and literary search. The whole flows into the graphical message as a clear manifestation of the passage of
time and changing cultural demands. Equilibrium comes caught up in a delicate game modulating weight
and form in her creations that contain lightness and femininity.
The exhibition should be seen as a single body whose collages depict through the eyes of the artist the
social and cultural evolution of the last twenty years. Signs and symbols recognized by all of us show a new
tale of life in a combination that speaks for itself.
The artist is drawn to all that is multimedia and mass media in order to amplify the creative message. The
progressive evolution of artistic communication allows us to become heroes of our time as holders of the
power which is knowledge. The means of communication allows us to reach universal knowledge in a
heartbeat.
"Between the second and the third millennium" is the title of the catalogue that collects the most
meaningful works of recent years. The title of the catalogue is meant to be a strong message about the
value of the artist’s works that always go with the flow of time projecting towards future ideas and
thought.

Paolo Schiera
The exhibition will be with a catalogue published by Edizioni Amande with texts by Paolo Schiera and an
interview with Angela Caporaso by Alberto Buzzo

We thank the Town Council of Casagiove for the kind collaboration
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